
 

OMNITRONIC CMP-1200 Dual CD/MP3 player
Dual CD player with MP3 function for DJs

Art. No.: 10602406
GTIN: 4026397302820

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397302820

Weight: 8,25 kg

Length: 0.54 m

Width: 0.45 m

Heigth: 0.18 m

Description:

Sets the tone!
With high quality drives as well as a clearly structured look and precise haptic, Omnitronic's
CMP-1200 sets new standard for reasonably priced dual CD players in the entertainment
sector. The player convinces with sensitive and colored rubber buttons as well as with easy-
turning and accurate jogdials with mode selector. Moreover, the CMP-1200 supports all main
features such as anti-shock, instant start, MP3 or automatic beatcounter. A good choice, if
you're looking for a fully equipped DJ player at a good price-performance ratio.

Features:

- Audio CD/CD-R/CD-RW/MP3 CD
- 2 x 10 seconds anti-shock protection
- 2 alphanumeric LCDs with CD text and ID3 tag indication
- Instant start within 10 ms
- Full CBR/VBR MP3 support
- Easy-turning jog dials with mode selector (fast or frame search) and Pitch Bend function
- Search buttons for fast forward and reverse
- Folder and track search 
- Cue function
- Seamless Loop/Reloop function 
- Single or continuous play
- Tempo Lock (tonal pitch remains constant)
- Fader start function 
- Pitch adjustment ±4 %, ±8 %, ±16 %, ±100 % (MP3 CD ±16 %)
- Pitch adjustment is displayed in % 
- Bargraph display
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- Pitch Bend buttons
- Automatic beat counter (switchable to manual operation)
- Relay function 
- Mechanisms are locked in play mode
- Digital outputs, coaxial
- Rack installation, 2 U
- 2 U

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 115/230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption: 26,00 W

Housing design: 2 U

Dimensions: Width: 48,3 cm

 Depth: 26,5 cm

 Height: 8,9 cm

Weight: 7,05 kg

Type: dual CD/MP3 player

Available disc: CD/-R/-RW in CD-DA and 

 MP3 format (8 and 12 cm) 

D/A converter: 8-fold/ 1 bit

Sampler frequency: 44.1 kHz

Frame accuracy: 1/75 sec

Pitch adjustment: ±4 %, ±8 %, ±16 %, ±100 % (MP3 CD ±16 %)

Display: CD text, ID3 tags, elapsed time, remain time, total
remain time

Distortion: 0.0052 % 

S/N ratio: 120 dB

Frequency range: 20-20000 Hz, ±0.4 dB

Analog audio output: 2 x stereo RCA/ 2 Vrms 

Digital audio output: 2 x RCA/ 0.5 V ±0.1 Vpp/ 75 ohms

Dimensions (L x W x H): 482 x 265 x 89 mm (player units), 

 482 x 92 x 89 mm (control unit), 

 Rack installation with 2 U
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